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ABSTRACT
This series of studies or the first time measure eight types of entrepreneurship and investigates
the role of age and digitization in entrepreneur and entrepreneur type propensities. With
digitization in an aging US population, how age and digitization transform entrepreneurship has
important economic and institutional implications. The complexity in age-entrepreneurship
relationship could be related to different entrepreneur types and generations. With less
physical constraints in automated jobs, digitization on the one hand facilitates older workers to
work longer and become entrepreneurs, on the other hand, results in digital divide and pushes
workers out of jobs. Relying on multilevel mixed-effects logistic regression models and
monthly Current Population Survey data for 2006-2016, the studies find that entrepreneurial
propensity rises with age. The propensity of novice (versus non-novice) and unincorporated
(versus incorporated) entrepreneurs has a U-shaped age trend dipping around age 60, while the
propensity of full-time (versus part-time) declines since age 30s. Generation modification effect
is only evident for the propensity of incorporated (versus unincorporated) entrepreneurs. In
more digitized industries, there is a higher propensity for being workers (versus entrepreneurs).
necessity (versus opportunity), part-time (versus full-time), incorporated (versus
unincorporated) entrepreneurs. However, as age increases, the digitization effects almost all
reverse except for part-time (versus full-time) entrepreneurship.
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